
COMMITTEE TO END  HOMELESSNESS VICTORIA

Minutes of meeting Wed. Oct. 19, at Sands.

Present:  Trudy (in chair), Joyanna, David Turner, David Tat, Peter, 
Kym and Alison.

1. Acknowledgment of territory: Joyanna.  Minutes for Oct 12 
accepted. Agenda additions etc.

2. News from the Street:
a/ Peter:  Brenda in hospital  after sleeping  rough and falling sick.  He 
is  in contact.
b/ Peter will contact Tony at Tony's Trailers to see if he can help with 
more versions of Shannon's cart, which is up at Choices.
Plans to do a display  and fund-raising.

3/ Project Connect:
David Tat and Alison reported organizational problems at Oct 12 event 
which was moved to Rock Bay.  Not so many customers or helpers 
and not so many items for give-away (no back-packs, few gloves or 
tuques and  many personal products ran out fast). Also, stuff  not well 
organized or staffed.  Space for ID service, hair-cuts or massage very 
limited.  No vet service. etc.  Maybe not the best space.  Alison will try 
to find out who to give a (hopefully) helpful report, with some 
suggestions - eg David Tat suggested tiny and  cheap flashlights.

4/ KYM report a/ on Nelson visit, b/ preparations for Canadian Alliance 
on Homelessness meeting in  London in November and c/ Central 
Care.
a/ A tent city operates 2 k. from Nelson,  with support from church 
groups and over-worked activists.  Hard to work in isolation so 
contacts with outside groups important.
b/ Kym and Anna (from SIC council in Central Care) are funded by 
Maytree and will  give a report on Intent City at preliminary meetings. 
Kym is part of the  National Lived Experience Advisory Council for 
which  Maytree has submitted a Canada-wide paper on social  
inclusion to Ottawa's "Let's Talk Housing" consultation. (Eventually, 



this should lead to a new national program on social housing!!!)
c/ Portland Hotel staff say they are still overwhelmed by problems
at Central Care, mostly because new staff, new rules and necessary 
repairs etc. make it hard for residents. 

5/ SOLID convergence Oct. 18.
Alison: About 50 attending, with excellent presentations, especially by 
Pivot Legal, on moving beyond the Safe Injection Site campaign to 
stop the criminalization of drug users. Marianne Alto, city councillor, 
attended.

6/ NATIONAL ANTI-POVERTY DAY - Rally at the  Leg, Monday, Oct. 17. 
Organized by Shout Out? Very small attendance.  Alison will talk to 
Paul at ACPD, the Action Committee for People with Disabilities. 
 AGREED that CTEHV would offer to help organize the 2017 rally.

7/ NEXT CTEHV MEETING NOV. 2 at Sands:
Questions  for the BC NDP: Carole James is speaker at our Nov. 9 
meeting in Our Place. PLEASE COME WITH GOOD QUESTIONS - ie: 
What exactly is the NDP proposal for creating more Social Housing?  
Operational  costs, not just buildings? 
What can the NDP do to get safe injection sites?
In general, why should we vote NDP next spring?

8/ DECEMBER 21 VIGIL>  
AGREED that Alison invite SOLID and AVI to join us and the Coalition 
in organizing and taking part. Susan, Alison, Gail and Janie to meet 
after the Nov. 9 meeting to share out tasks.

9/ AVI AGM and meeting with Dr. Mark Tyndal as guest speaker on SIS 
- NOv. 2, 11.30 t- 1.30 at Ambrosia (with lunch!). Free, but get tickets 
through AVI or from eventbrite.

10/ The Coalition: Michael, now a member of the board, will report  
either Nov. 2 or Nov. 
 


